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Rocked by art and culture since birth, I have chosen to take this path. My experience begins with assistant ship on projects such as nine weeks and one day, the 
election of Miss Gullet and the support of young local artists in their careers.  
 
In 2012, I decided to fly to France and joined the ''Chic'' festive association organizing parties. I intervene in the organization of photo shoots, and setting up evening 
for young people. 
 
My road continues on the commercial part of the show and NAPPY DAYS EVENT election. I then take care of the setting up of partnership and sponsorship for this 
event. Thanks to my training I enter the event agency, Rouge, where I hold the position of production manager. 
 
Events are taking a new turn, the projects that i entrust are no longer in the field of art and culture but in operational and digital marketing thanks to brands such as 
Ipsos, Qilive (Auchan), la Défense shopping center, UGC, Microsoft etc. 
 
The music is catching up with me! EHK was born and I become associated with this nugget. The aim is to highlight young local artists in their territory of residence. I 
intervene in the setting up of mini concerts, artistic coaching (affirmation and stage presence), advisor (SACEM registration, artistic direction). 
 
After the natural disaster of Saint-Martin, a new challenge is open to me. 1 month, 1 concert, 1 fundraiser, 1 help for our countrymen. From there, ''Karibbean strong'', 
a charity concert organized in one month that raised enough funds for the purchase of air tickets, school equipment, clothing and food. 
 
Today I join CARIBEXPO which takes on its full meaning after learning of the talents present in our territories. Throughout my career, I have seen the lack of information 
on the part of young players in the cultural world. 
 
In general, we are not aware of the adoption of our culture, and those of the whole Caribbean, by other cultures of the world. 
 
So why not put our common good forward ? 
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